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My time at Camp Cornerstone is done. I have arrived back in Resolute and await my 
flight south on the 24th. As I sit and write this Journal, the crew at Camp Borden is in 
contact with the returning AUV and a number of Camp Cornerstone and Camp Borden 
personnel are on a DC3 heading for Resolute.

What happened in the last week? Well a huge success for one thing! Here are some of the 
details.

After the AUV was safely docked under the ice at Camp Cornerstone we immediately 
began charging the vehicle and downloading data from the trip north. The analysis of the 
LRAB data showed that the mission had gone as expected and that at 50 km from the 
camp the AUV had gone into LRAB mode from which it acquired a bearing to the 
camp’s current location. The vehicle faithfully followed that bearing, which was slightly 
curved due to refraction of the ray-path by the slope of the seafloor. The vehicle travelled 
along at constant altitude above the seafloor and arrived at camp where we heard its 
telemetry signals. It was important for us to know that this part of the process worked 
without difficulties as we are reliant on its functioning to find the drifting ice hole at 
Camp Cornerstone. The other data in the vehicle are also very interesting and we have 
been playing with the information, but I won’t describe that here.

It took more than a full day to charge the vehicle as a fault was detected in the charging 
system. This was corrected and the charge completed normally with no problems except 
the delay of several hours. During this time a mission plan was developed that would 
send the vehicle out for a single loop over the area of interest. We had originally planned 
to have two vehicles running five to six missions each, but due to the weather delays even 
this single mission was pushing the limits.

After a very long day of preparations and readiness, we launched the vehicle. The initial 
descent was perfect, but as we approached the seafloor our ability to communicate with 
the vehicle became more and more difficult and finally completely stopped. The night 
before had been tricky, but workable. We weren’t expecting this present level of 
difficulty with sending commands. We could hear everything the AUV was sending, so 
we had a perfect picture of the operations, we could see that the USBL track and the 
inertial navigation track were very similar and no adjustments were needed. We just 
couldn’t send the vehicle off on to the next phase of the mission.



Sun rising over a new steaming lead just 1 km from camp.

If the AUV does not receive a “Go” command before a programmed timer expires, the 
AUV issues a fault and exits the holding pattern on the seafloor and returns to the surface 
where it will dock under the ice if left to its own devices.

We continued to try everything possible, but while we could hear the vehicle perfectly it 
just couldn’t hear us. This really drove home the fact that there is an issue with vehicle 
noise in the modem band of operation. We continued to try and send the command from 
different modems at different locations, power levels, and baud rates continuously. 
Eventually, the time out period was imminent and we were all getting exhausted. None of 
us could handle the idea of a minimum 6-8 hours of intense activity required to handle a 
recovery phase.

We watched with a real sense of fear as the telemetry indicated the vehicle was coming 
home. At this point the pilots tried sending commands every few seconds and suddenly 
one of them went through! The vehicle only had to rise about 100 m for us to regain two-
way communications. A rapid series of commands were issued and the vehicle was given 
the Go command along with a sequence of commands to ensure the sounder was 
operating and collecting data. We watched tensely as the telemetry indicated the vehicle 
on a near perfect track and that it was once again descending. As it moved further from us 
communications actually improved! We were able to track the progress and operation 
long enough to know it was safely on the mission.

Al Tremblay was our unlucky watchman, while everyone else stumbled off to bed. Just 
Al and AJ were at breakfast that next morning. Al – God bless him! – let us all sleep in 
and recover. And so, with LRAB whistling in the not so distant background we began 2-
1/2 days of watches waiting for the vehicle to return. A return could happen at any time if 



the vehicle should develop a fault. Fortunately, we didn’t hear from the vehicle until it 
was expected.

During our wait we had rigged up two new modem solutions, including lowering one at 
the ice hole down to 500 m depth, where it would be below the thermocline. 
Unfortunately, the two-way communications on the return of the vehicle were nearly as 
difficult as they were on departure. It didn’t matter where the modem was, 20 m or 500 m 
deep, we could hear the vehicle telemetry, but it couldn’t hear our commands. On the 
positive side a command did suddenly get through and the recovery phase was initiated. 
A few hours later the vehicle was safely docked and charging. The valuable data was 
downloading!

I should mention that the AUV was brought so close to the hole that from the ice hole 
you just had to look in the right direction with the ROV and you could see it up under the 
ice. That was impressive!

The AUV resting beside a small ice keel.

A jubilant Alex burst into our sleeping tent with, “we’ve got UNCLOS data!” just a few 
hours after docking had completed. With everyone happy, the charging process began 
again for the return to Borden.

I was sleeping after a night watch when the word came in that the vehicle was away. Now 
the Camp Cornerstone team just had to watch for the next 28 hours, the mid-point of the 
mission, and then we could turn off the LRAB and start packing up.

Derek and I were on the first DC3 load out of camp. Alex and Jeff were supposed to be 
on board too but as it turned out they had to wait and would leave the next day. Of course 



the weather was bad on the next day and there were no flights. They are on the DC3 
heading this way right now. I think they stopped at Borden just as the AUV got there! 
Talk about coincidence.

It’s too early to say yet, but it’s looking like a ‘Slam Dunk!”

So that’s the big stuff, but there have been lots of other things going on as well. For 
example, Camp Cornerstone has been not so slowly breaking up. Two of our modems are 
on the other side of leads and in the midst of rubble fields. The Camp and its runway 
have been remarkably preserved and hopefully will continue to stay that way for awhile 
yet. Camp tear down will have gone into high gear now. The camp now has a population 
of five, which consists of Mike, AJ, Al, Gerry, the helo pilot, and Rainer, the mechanic. 
Nicos has been transferred to Borden where he will likely help with the recovery of the 
AUV and then of the modems there tomorrow.

Camp Borden is destined to continue with its hydrographic work for some time yet. I 
think it is all going well, but to tell the truth I have little news from the main camp. That’s 
probably a good thing, because you only tend to hear in moments of crisis or about the 
bad stuff. The AUV work at the camp will rapidly diminish as the vehicle is recovered 
and broken down into pieces. The remnants of the Setup Team will become the Closeout 
Team and an exodus of ISE and DRDC will occur.

The role of Dave Wheaton, who has not been mentioned enough in these 
Journals, will grow in importance as he is buried under tons of returning 
gear that has to be sorted into PCSP, TFSS, CHS, DRDC, ISE, Gorveatt, 
HAZMAT, and other categories. Shipping has to be coordinated, bunks 
found, planes booked, and so on. Dave has been out and about a couple 
of times, but he has spent most of his time here in Resolute as the 
logistics coordinator. The guy who gets things done! I was SO pleased to 
see him waiting for us when we got in and I know everyone else feels the 
same way when they arrive. He’s been the point of contact for what must 
be hundreds of phone calls and all manner of frustrating activities. He’s 
meeting the plane at 2300h tonight and driving Derek Clark to the airport 
at 0500h tomorrow. He’ll need some help now as the load peaks, but a 
very good job done!

That’s all for now!
Garry J. Heard
garry.heard@accesswave.ca
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